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Introduction to Anthropology documents human life and possibility.Â Anthropology studies human life, at the intersection of the sciences
and the humanities. An introduction to anthropology encompasses human biology and evolution, archaeology, culture, and language. I
currently use Through the Lens of Anthropology: An Introduction to Human Evolution and Culture by Robert Muckle and Laura Tubelle
de GonzÃ¡lez as my preferred textbook.Â The Cultural Anthropology category of blog-posts explores the anthropological idea of culture.
Academic anthropology began within a world already shaped by the colonial encounter. Anthropologists launched the idea of culture as
a way to counter the racist and determinist justifications for that social order. anthropology lecture notes intro anthropology study of
humans, their activities, ideas, technologies and works in general humans are looked at as members of an.Â War, conflict, gender,
race, inequality, etc. Assumptions of socio-cultural anthropology. Cultural relativism: not to judge/rank but understand from their culture.
Comparative perspective: the insistence by anthropologists that valid hypotheses and theories about humanity be tested with information
from a wide range of cultures. Ethnocentrism: the attitude or opinion that the morals, values, and customs of oneâ€™s own culture are
superior to those of other people. Culture influences how people feel, perceive, behave, adapt. Change in one idea usually leads to
changes in another. Start studying Introduction to Cultural Anthropology. Learn vocabulary, terms and more with flashcards, games and
other study tools.Â refers to the study of the whole of the human condition: past, present, and future; biology, society, language, and
culture. Society. organized life in groups. Cultures. traditions and customs, transmitted through learning, form and guide the beliefs and
behavior of the people exposed to them. Enculturation. learn culture by growing up in a particular society, learn traditions including
customs and opinions, the process by which a child learns his or her culture.

